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Introduction

Controversial politician and clergyman Adam Clayton Powell was active in many labor organizations and militant groups. He was elected to New York City council in 1941, and first elected to U.S. Congress in 1945. In 1967, Powell was excluded by the House of Representatives for alleged misuse of House funds, contempt of New York court orders concerning a libel judgment against him, and conduct unbecoming a member.

Powell was reelected in a special 1967 election and again in 1968. He was seated in the 1969 Congress but was fined $25,000 and deprived of his seniority. In June 1969 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Powell’s expulsion from the House had been constitutional. Powell was defeated for reelection in 1970.

The FBI file covers the years 1943 to the 1960s and contains newspaper clippings and close accounts of Adam Clayton Powell’s movements.

The documents reproduced here were drawn from the Washington files of the FBI and have been released under the Freedom of Information Act; certain documents or portion of documents have been deleted by the FBI pursuant to provisions of that legislation. The material has been filmed in the exact order and condition in which it was released, and every effort has been made to publish the most legible copies available.

This file is in approximate chronological order, and the FBI did not index documents. The Roll Notes is not a complete inventory of the file; however, it gives an indication of the types of material or specific documents that may be particularly worthwhile for research.
Roll Notes

FBI File: HQ 100-51230

VOLUME 1
Roll 1, 0001-0247

Nov 1941-Feb 1943
Internal Security
Investigation into the allegation that Rev. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. has ties to the Communist Party
Subject history and family background
News articles from *The People's Voice* (Sep 1942-Jan 1943), published and edited by Adam Clayton Powell

VOLUME 2
Roll 1, 0249-0378

Mar-Apr 1943
Internal Security: *The People's Voice*
Clippings from *The People's Voice*, a negro newspaper

VOLUME 3
Roll 1, 0380-0519

Apr-May 1943
Internal Security: *The People's Voice*
Clippings from *The People's Voice*, with regard to matters of Communist investigation and national interest

VOLUME 4
Roll 1, 0521-0688

Jun-Jul 1943
Internal Security: *The People's Voice*
Clippings from *The People's Voice*, with regard to discrimination within the armed forces
Letter addressed to the New York City Council labeling Adam Clayton Powell as a "notorious demagogue"
VOLUME 5
Aug-Sep 1943
Internal Security: The People's Voice
Clippings from The People's Voice, a militant newspaper

VOLUME 6
Oct 1943
Internal Security: The People's Voice
Clippings from The People's Voice, a negro newspaper

VOLUME 7
Nov-Dec 1943
Internal Security: The People's Voice
Clippings from The People's Voice, a negro newspaper

VOLUME 8
Jan-Mar 1944
Internal Security: The People's Voice
Clippings from The People's Voice, a negro newspaper

VOLUME 9
Apr 1944
Internal Security: The People's Voice
Clippings from The People's Voice, a negro newspaper, concerning Communist and racial matters
May-Jun 1944
Internal Security: *The People’s Voice*
Clippings from *The People’s Voice*, a negro newspaper, concerning Communist and racial matters

Jun-Jul 1944
Internal Security: *The People’s Voice*
Clippings from *The People’s Voice*, a negro newspaper, concerning Communist and racial matters

Aug-Sep 1944
Internal Security: *The People’s Voice*
Clippings from *The People’s Voice*, a negro newspaper, concerning Communist and racial matters

Oct 1944-Jan 1945
Internal Security: *The People’s Voice*
Clippings from *The People’s Voice*, a negro newspaper, concerning Communist and racial matters
Adam Clayton Powell, Congressional candidate in the 22nd District, NYC, reported to have active Communist backing
Excerpt from *The Ethiopian* (Dec 1944)
“Powell’s Separation Splits Abyssinian Church in Factions”
Report that Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. has separated from his wife and is involved with a young, singer-actress

VOLUME 14
Jan 1945-Apr 1946
Internal Security
News articles:
  * The People’s Voice
  “7,000 Jam ‘Gate’ on PV’s Birthday” (Jan 1945)
  “Powell Hits Both Parties on FEPC” (Jul 1945)
Investigation into Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., and alleged Communist ties

VOLUME 15
Jun 1946-Nov 1954
Internal Security
Allegations made against Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. during the 1944 Congressional campaign
News articles:
  * New York Amsterdam News  (Nov 1946)
  “Once Over Lightly” by Earl Brown
  * The New York Times  (Dec 1947)
  “Harlem Paper Held Aiding Negroes’ Foes: Plays ‘Uncle Tom’ Role, Red Critic Says”
Report that Powell has discontinued his association with The People's Voice, under pressure from Negro leaders.

Background information on Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. and excerpts from the Daily Worker.

Investigation of Powell's proposed trip to Panama.

Transcript:
Testimony of Hazel Scott Powell before the Committee on Un-American Activities House of Representatives (Sep 22, 1950).

Powell's verbal attack on NYC Police Commissioner Monaghan and an alleged agreement with the FBI.

Investigation into three threatening anonymous letters received by Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.

VOLUME 16  Roll 3, 0122-0358

Feb 1955-Aug 1963

Report concerning Powell as a speaker during a protest rally of 20,000 Union workers protesting the lynching of Emmett Till in Mississippi.

News article:
The Washington Post (May 1956)
“Kickback to Powell Blamed on Ex-Secretary”

Background information on Powell, including organizations to which he has belonged.

Investigation into Powell and Income Tax Evasion.

Investigation into Powell's participation in the International...
Labor Organization Conferences, Geneva, Switzerland (Jun 1961)
Investigation into an attack on Powell’s Puerto Rican home while on a tour, Jul 1962
Investigation into Powell and alleged Communist ties

VOLUME 17
Roll 3, 0360-0610

Oct 1963-Mar 1968
Investigation into the activities of Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.
Investigation into a “mysterious” box left on Powell’s porch
Investigation into Powell’s use of the “Sea Rose,” a pleasure boat owned by the Southern Conference of Teamsters, for one week, free of charge
Investigation into the “Conference On Black Power (Mar 1966)” involving Powell; Stokely Carmichael, Chairman, SNCC; and Elijah Muhammad, head of the Nation of Islam
Request to investigate Powell and his House Committee on Education and Labor
Report that Powell misdirected public funds for his own personal use
News articles:

*Chicago Sun Times* (Mar 1967)
“Powell Cancels Chicago Trip”

*Chicago Tribune* (Mar 1967)
“Powell Won’t Campaign for Gregory”
Report that Powell, Stokely Carmichael, and Floyd McKissick are planning to work together to form a "united black power leadership."

Adam Clayton Powell: Racial Matters

Background, Criminal Record, and current activities

Powell returns to the U.S., after a self-imposed exile to the Bahamas; surrenders to the Sheriff of NY County; and is paroled in his own recognizance

Excerpts from Powell speech at Florida A & M University (Mar 1968) in which he stated: "Young people of both white and negro races are both revolting against the establishment and the black people will lead the change."

VOLUME 18
Mar 1968-Jun 1969

Internal Security: Afro-American Student Association

Excerpts from a speech given by Adam Clayton Powell sponsored by the Afro-American Student Association, University of Florida

Investigation into a Ku Klux Klan threat to bomb Page Auditorium during a Powell speech at Duke University

Background information on the American Mau Mau as organized by Charles Morris of New York City

Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, et al., Fraud against the government
News article:

*St. Louis Globe Democrat* (Dec 1968)
“Powell Shouldn’t Be Seated”

Excerpts from a forum at the University of Michigan
featuring: Adam Clayton Powell, Julian Bond,
and Dick Gregory

News articles:

*New York Post* (Feb 1969)
“Powell’s Too Busy for Congress”

*Buffalo Evening News* (Mar 1969)
“Powell Muses on the Shape of the U.S. with Him on Top”

*Courier Express* (Mar 1969)
“Powell Urges Uniting Black Power Elements”

VOLUME 19 Roll 3, 0784-0849

*Dec 1969-Oct 1970*

Racial Matters: Black Panther Party

Excerpts from the “Merv Griffin Show” (Jan 1970) featuring
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.

Racial Matters: Black Nationalist

Report on Adam Clayton Powell and his speech at Ohio
State University (Jan 1970)

News articles:

*Lincoln Journal Star* (Mar 1970)
“Students Urged to Keep Revolution Alive”

*Omaha World Herald* (Feb 1970)
"Powell says: Break Out, Join Up, Baby"

Transcript of Powell’s speech at Chicago State College (Feb 1970)

Investigation of Adam Clayton Powell: Protesting the War in Vietnam; alleged ties to Communism; and association with the Black Panther Party

News article:


“Powell is Cheered in Howard Speech”

Powell defeated in Democratic Primary (Jun 1970)

Takeover at Queens House of Detention (Oct 1970)

with Powell as one of the acting mediators

---

SUB-A, SECTION 1

*Roll 3, 0851-0966*

*Jan 1942-Feb 1946*

News articles include:

*Daily Worker*

“Powell Sworn in Today as Councilman” (Jan 1942)

“Rally to Protest Negro Killing in Harlem” (May 1942)

“Politics as Usual, Hit by Powell in Council” (Jun 1942)

“Negro Editor Urges McNutt Speak Out against Jim Crow” (May 1943)

“50 Clergymen Back Powell for Congress” (Mar 1944)

*The New York Times* (Apr 1944)

“Powell Opposed for House as Red”

Also includes articles from *The People’s Voice*, a newspaper published and edited by Adam Clayton Powell, and several “Soapbox” columns, his editorial comment
Includes “Soapbox in Washington” Powell’s weekly editorial and news articles from The People’s Voice:
“Powell Opposes Vet Bureau Bias” (Feb 1946)
“Marching Blacks Show Need for Racial Unity” (Aug 1946)
“Washington Outhouse of Fascism-Powell” (Aug 1946)
The World Telegram (Aug 1946)
“Powell’s Opponent Terms Him Too Dangerous for Congress”
The Daily Worker:
“Powell Leaves People’s Voice” (Dec 1946)
“Powell Files Anti-Lynching Measure in New Congress” (Jan 1947)
“Powell Suffers Second Heart Attack” (Jul 1947)
“What’s Happening to ‘People’s Voice?’” (Dec 1947)
“Powell to Introduce Civil Rights Bills in New Congress” (Nov 1948)
The Washington Star (Sep 1954)
“Probers Find Powell Got $3,000 Loan from FHA Builder”
News articles include:

*The Clarion Ledger* (Oct 1955)
"Battle of Races Waged by Fanatics"
*The Indianapolis Times* (Dec 1955)
"Lawmaker Warns of Race Hatred"
*The Washington Post:*
"Civil Rights Bloc Sets Up in House by Rep. Powell" (Dec 1955)
"Kickback to Powell Blamed on Ex-Secretary" (May 1956)
"Powell is Angry Over Tax Probe" (Dec 1956)
*The Daily Worker* (Sep 1957)
"Powell Asks Ike Meet Negro on Civil Rights"
"Rep. Powell Indicted on Income Tax Rap"
*N.Y. Herald Tribune* (May 1958)
"Powell Says Indictment is 'Political'"

*SUB-A, SECTION 4*  
*May 1958-Sep 1963*

News articles include:

*N.Y. Herald Tribune* (May 1958)
"Powell Out of Race in 11-1 Vote"
*N.Y. World Telegram & Sun* (Jun 1958)
"Critics Say Powell Failed to Better His Race's Lot"
*N.Y. Post:*
“Powell Must Undergo ‘Urgent’ Tumor Surgery”
(Oct 1959)
“Judge Rejects Powell’s Plea for Mistrial”
Washington Star (Apr 1961)
“Powell Tax Fraud Case is Dropped by U.S.”
The Washington Post (Jul 1962)
“Powell Says Mob Invaded Home in Puerto Rico”
The Washington Daily News (Feb 1963)
“Powell Defends Record; Calls Williams a ‘Liar’ “
New York Journal American (Apr 1963)
“Powell Tells of Difference with Muslims”
The New York Post (May 1963)
“NAACP Aims New Attack at Rep. Powell”
N.Y. Herald Tribune (Nov 1963)
“Robert Kennedy Will Speak at Powell Church”

SUB-A, SECTION 5
Dec 1963-Jan 1967

News articles include:

New York Daily News:
“Powell Is Held in Contempt in 211G Suit Loss”
(Dec 1963)
“New Warrant Seeks Powell Arrest Sunday” (Jul 1964)
The Washington Post (Dec 1964)
“Harlem’s Missing Globe-Trotter”
The New York Times (Sep 1966)

Roll 4, 0165-0302
“Audit Underway on Powell Funds”
Washington Evening Star  (Oct 1966)
“Rep. Powell Sentenced to 30-Day Jail Term”
The New York Times  (Dec 1966)
“Fight in Congress to Bar Powell Planned by California Democrat
The Washington Post  (Jan 1967)
“Powell Misuse of Funds Exposed”

SUB-A, SECTION 6  Roll 4, 0304-0476
Jan-Mar 1967
News articles include:
The Washington Post  (Jan 1967)
“Rep. Powell Stripped of Chairmanship”
World Journal Tribune  (Jan 1967)
“Powell Case Points Up Phony Liberalism”
New York Daily News  (Feb 1967)
“Powell Defies House Probers”
The Washington Post  (Feb 1967)
“Records Say Public Paid for Trips by Powell, et al.”
New York Daily News  (Mar 1967)
“Justice Dept. Opens Adam Quiz”
News articles include:

*World Journal Tribune* (Mar 1967)
“Bunche Accused of Using Office to Aid Powell”

“Powell Sues House to Regain His Seat”

“U.S. Judge Rules Courts Can’t Act on Powell’s Seat”

*Sunday News* (Mar 1968)
“Adam Calls for New Negro Militancy”

*N.Y. Daily News* (Mar 1968)
“Young-Old Civil War Predicted by Powell”

---

News articles include:

*The Washington Post:*
“Powell Says He’ll Join Poor People’s March”
(May 1968)

“Odds Favor Powell’s Return to House in January”
(Nov 1968)

*N.Y. Daily News* (Jul 1968)
“Court Upholds Adam Powell’s ‘66 Conviction”

*Omaha World Herald* (Oct 1968)
“Powell Says Negroes ‘68 Losers”

*The Evening Star* (Apr 1969)
“Powell Backs Kennedy-Bond Ticket”

*The Washington Post:*

“High Court Finds House Wrong in Powell Exclusion” (Jun 1969)

“Powell Is Rebuffed in Bid for Back Pay” (Aug 1969)

SUB-A, SECTION 9

*Oct 1969-Apr 1971*

News articles include:


“Students, Including Blacks, Walk Out on Powell Speech”


“Powell Appeals Denial of $55,000 Back Pay”


“Anti-Powell Forces Are Gaining in Harlem”

**FBI File 100-51230 June Mail**

*Jan-Feb 1967*

Investigation of Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., and his activities with the House Committee on Education and Labor

**FBI File 100-22864**

*VOLUME 1*

*Mar 1943-Jan 1945*

News article:
*The California Eagle* (Mar 1943)
“A. Clayton Powell Raps Louisiana Governor in Speech”

**Internal Security**

Excerpts from a speech given by Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. (Oct 1942) at the “Conference to End Discrimination in New Haven”

Excerpts from an address delivered by Powell to the Communist Party sponsored “Philadelphia School of Social Science” (Dec 1943)

**Biography of Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. from Current Biography** (Apr 1942)

**News article:**

*The Daily Worker* (May 1944)
“Powell Opens Congress Drive with Independent Backing”

*The People’s Voice* (May 1944)
“Powell Campaign Gets Underway with Organizational Meet Sunday”

**Internal Security: Communist Infiltration of the Greater New York Industrial Union Council, CIO**
Electronic surveillance

**News article:**

*N.Y. Herald Tribune* (Jan 1945)
“Powell Outlines House Fight for ‘Full Equality’“
News articles:

*The Daily Worker:*
  “Powell Offers Bill on Jimcrow” (Feb 1945)
  “Powell Flays Rankin in House on Racism” (Mar 1945)
  “Fight on Bias Cannot Wait, Powell Tells Freedom Rally” (Jun 1945)

*Pittsburgh Courier* (Feb 1948)
  “Powell Snubbed 2nd Time by President”

*Amsterdam News* (Jun 1948)
  “Adam Powell Defies Tammany Leadership”

*Daily Worker:*
  “Powell to Introduce Civil Rights Bills In New Congress” (Nov 1948)
  “1,000 in Harlem Demand Derrick Probe by Dewey” (Feb 1951)

*Amsterdam News* (Jun 1952)
  “Powell Says He’ll Halt Demo Bigots in Chicago”

News articles:

*N.Y. Journal American* (Jun 1953)
  “Retired Pastor: Dr. Powell, 88, Negro Leader”

*The Daily Worker* (Aug 1954)

*The Daily Worker:*
“Powell Insists Congress Act on Civil Rights”
   (Feb 1955)
“Rep. Powell Says He’ll Ask Ike to Dismiss Dulles” (Dec 1955)
“Prayers, Rallies to Back Rights Fight in Alabama” (Feb 1956)
“Powell Declares Both Parties Snub Negroes”
   (Oct 1956)
“NAACP Urges Action on House Post for Powell”
   (Feb 1957)
   “Powell Denies Tax Guilt; Lays Ouster to Race Bias”

**VOLUME 4**

*Jun 1958*

News articles:

*N.Y. Journal American* (Jun 1958)
   “Powell Packs Political Power”
*The Worker* (Jun 1958)
   “Earl Brown’s ‘Desperate’ Slurs Condemned by Benjamin Davis”

**Roll 5, 0157-0231**

**VOLUME 5**

*Aug 1958*

News articles:

*The Worker* (Aug 1958)
   “Harlem’s Fight for Political Independence”

**Roll 5, 0233-0281**
News articles:

_World Telegram_ (Mar 1959)
“Powell Hires Ex-Cons’ Kin”

_N.Y. Herald Tribune_ (May 1959)
“Help Sought by Strikers at Hospitals”

_N.Y. Post_ (Mar 1960)
“Powell Tax Evasion Trial Starting”

_N.Y. Herald Tribune_ (Mar 1960)
“Tax Woes Disqualify Powell Jurors”

_N.Y. Post_ (Mar 1960)
“Powell Presses Attack on Grand Jury in Tax Case”

“Court Rules Today on Powell’s Move to Win a Mistrial”

News articles:

“Powell Loses Bid to Bar Evidence”

_N.Y. Daily News_ (Apr 1960)
“Powell’s Acquittal Asked by Lawyer”

_N.Y. Post_ (Nov 1960)
“Hazel Scott-Powell Rift Is in the Open”
_N.Y. World Telegram_ (Nov 1962)
“Powell Hit With $41,000 Tax Claim”
_N.Y. Post_ (May 1964)
“Court Calls Powell-Will He Show Up?”

**VOLUME 8**

_Roll 5, 0554-0685_

*May 1964-Jun 1965*

News articles:

_N.Y. Daily News_ (May 1964)
“Handwriting’s on Wall, Court Warns Powell”

_N.Y. Post_:
“Powell Facing Court; Arrest Order Served”
(May 1964)

“Sunday Arrest of Powell Sought in New Warrant”
(Jul 1964)

_N.Y. World Telegram_ (Jul 1964)
“Libeled Woman Still Chasing that Powell Gold”

_N.Y. Herald Tribune_ (Jan 1965)
“Powell Loses Last Appeal Hope at Supreme Court”

_N.Y. Daily News_ (Apr 1965)
“Powell Flies in, He Surrenders, and is Paroled”

_The New York Times_ (May 1965)
“Powell Defaults in a $211,500 Suit”
News articles:

*N.Y. Journal American* (Sep 1965)
“Powell Probing . . . Powell”

*N.Y. Post:*
“Powell Steps Out as Pastor Jan 1” (Oct 1965)
“Angry Powell Lashes ‘Senile’ Labor Chiefs”
(May 1966)

*The New York Times:* (Dec 1965)
“Inquest Ordered for Powell Fine” (Dec 1965)
“Jailing of Powell is Ordered Again” (Nov 1966)

“Court Cites Powell in Contempt”

Internal Security: Racial Matters
Report on proposed Washington DC march in support of Adam Clayton Powell
Report on Rev. A. Kendall Smith, a witness for Adam Clayton Powell at Congressional investigation

Racial matter: Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC); Coordinating Council for Black Power (CCBP)
Report on the Deacons of Defense and Justice, Inc. in the State of Louisiana
Reports on the Muslim Mosque, Inc. (MMI); Nation of Islam (NOI); and Organization of Afro-American Unity, Inc. (OAAU)

VOLUME 12  Roll 5, 1084-END
Jun 1967-Mar 1968  Roll 6, 0001-0016
Report on the National Conference on Black Power, Newark, NJ (Jul 1967)
News article:
Standard Star (Jul 1967)
“‘Kill’ Poem Is Endorsed by Powell”
Report on Adam Clayton Powell and alleged Communist parties

VOLUME 13  Roll 6, 0018-0142
Feb-May 1968
FBI Record: Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.
Report of a death threat against Powell
Racial Matters:
Report on the Black Panther Party (BPP) and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
News article:
The New York Post (Oct 1968)
“Adam Powell: A Sure Winner, But . . .”
Report on Black Panther Party (BPP) activity at the City College of New York (CCNY)
Excerpt from the “Merv Griffin Show” (Jan 1970) with guest Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.
News articles:

*N.Y. Amsterdam News:*
“Powell, Rangel at Gray Rent Meeting” (Mar 1970)
“Powell Launches Comeback Bid” (Jul 1970)
“3,000 Attend People’s Rally” (Apr 1972)

*N.Y. Post* (Apr 1970):
“Tension Up in Military-Powell”
“Powell Says He’s Still a Gadfly”
“Clergymen Back Powell Election Bid”

Report on the Black Power Conference, Atlanta, GA (Sep 1970)

News article:

*N.Y. Daily News* (Apr 1971)
“Adam Jars Flock: He’ll Quit”

Photograph of Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.
FBI File 9-2401

Roll 6, 0246-0252

FBI File 15-66361

Roll 6, 0254-0259

Dec 1969

FBI File 47-8386

Roll 6, 0261-0264

Mar 1960
Report concerning the alleged fraudulent cashing of a check

FBI File 176-70

Roll 6, 0267-0280

Aug 1968
Racial Matters: Adam Clayton Powell
Report on Powell speaking to the “St. Louis Small Businessman’s Association”

FBI File 176-1481

Roll 6, 0282-0284

FBI File NY 175-20

Roll 6, 0286-0395

ELSUR LOGS (1965-1970)

News articles:

The Washington Post (Jan 1967)
“Probe of Powell Foe’s Activities Sought”

The N.Y. Mirror (Mar 1961)
“Powell Set to Check on Union Bias”

Saturday Evening Post (Jun 1962)
“On Trial: Jimmy Hoffa and Adam Clayton Powell”
Report on Powell appearing at Duke University (Apr 1968)
Report on CORE demonstration to protest the unseating of
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell (Jan 1967)
Report on a rally held in New York in support of Powell
(Mar 1967)

FBI File NY 157-1765 Roll 6, 0397-0424
Feb 1967-Aug 1968
Racial Matters: Adam Clayton Powell
Report on a rally busing supporters from New York to
Washington, DC, to support Powell (Feb 1967)
News articles:
N.Y. Amsterdam News (Feb 1967)
"Powell Will Be Cited at Carnegie Cinema"

FBI File 139-1721 Roll 6, 0426-0464
Mar 1963
Investigation into the complaint from Adam Clayton
Powell that his telephone had been tapped
News article:
The Washington Post (Mar 1963)
"Powell Reports Finding Wiretap on Office Phone"
"Cafe Phone Wired into Capitol"
The Evening Star (Mar 1963)
"Powell Phone Mystery Brings Wire-Tap Query"
FBI File NY 62-11456
Sep 1954-Aug 1964
News article:

Daily Worker:
“Ailing Powell Must Rest for 3 Months” (Jun 1957)
“Powell Charges Demos Shifting” (Jul 1957)

N.Y. World Telegram:
“Powell Trial Takes an International Tinge”
(Mar 1960)
“Rep. Powell Accused of Labor Blackmail”
(Jul 1961)
“Congress is Adam’s Viper” (Apr 1963)
“Powell: Casanova of Politics” (Apr 1963)

The New York Times:
“Suit Says Powell Bars Whites from Selling Liquor in Harlem” (Mar 1960)
“Powell Will Offer to Resign as Pastor on Sunday”
(Dec 1962)
“Powell’s Arrest Barred by Judge” (Jun 1963)

FBI File 9-46471
Apr 1967
Investigation into possible Ku Klux Klan connection to threatening letter sent to Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.
FBI File 9-47974
Roll 6, 0619-0688
Apr-May 1968
Racial Matter: Adam Clayton Powell, Extortion Victim
Investigation into threatening letters received by Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.

FBI File 9-49167
Roll 6, 0690-0703
Feb 1969
Investigation into threatening mail received by Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.

FBI File 9-49895
Roll 6, 0705-0724
Aug 1969
Racial Matter: Adam Clayton Powell, Extortion Victim
Investigation into threats made against Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.

FBI File 9-51174
Roll 6, 0726-0746
May 1970
Investigation into threatening mail received by Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.

FBI File 58-4552
Roll 6, 0748-0794
Jul 1959-Apr 1960
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Bribery
Investigation into the allegation that Rep. Powell received $500 to introduce a bill permitting the permanent residence of an alien in the United States
FBI File 58-5832  
Roll 6, 0796-0840  
Jan-Feb 1965  
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Bribery  
Unknown person offered to pay $51,000 to settle a libel suit, if Congressman Powell would appoint person’s son to West Point  
News article:  
The Washington Post (Feb 1965)  
"Underworld Plot Claimed by Powell"

FBI File 58-5992  
Roll 6, 0842-0849  
Aug-Sep 1965  
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Bribery  
Allegation that Powell was to receive money to insure the pending Minimum Wage Bill does not become law

FBI File 97-5030  
Roll 6, 0851-0861  
Oct 1965-Jan 1966  
Registration Act: Bahama Islands  
Investigation into the allegation that Congressman Powell collected funds in the U.S. for distribution to the Progressive Liberal Party in the Bahamas

FBI File 9-44386  
Roll 6, 0863-1122  
May 1969-Aug 1972  
Racial Matters: Extortion Victim  
Investigation into threatening letters received by Congressman Powell
FBI File 9-43383  
*Feb-Mar 1965*
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Extortion Victim
Investigation into threatening letters received by Congressman Powell

FBI File 9-31472  
Roll 6, 1175-1185

FBI File 9-36957  
*Jan 1960*
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Extortion Victim
Investigation into threatening letters received by Congressman Powell

FBI File 9-38548  
*Mar 1961*
Report of a threatening telephone call received at Congressman Powell’s office

FBI File 9-30394  
*Jun 1956-Jan 1957*
Civil Rights: Adam Clayton Powell
Investigation into a letter received by Congressman Powell, which included a bomb threat
FBI File 9-26769  Roll 7, 0096-0242

Nov 1955-Apr 1970
Supreme Grand Regent and Ruler, National Negro Congress of USA, victim
Investigation into threatening mail received by the National Negro Congress
Investigation into threatening mail

FBI File 46-55707  Roll 7, 0244-0302
SECTION SUB-A
Jun 1967-Nov 1969
News articles include:

The Washington Post:
“Powell Would Take Censure to Keep Seat”
(Jun 1967)
“House Gives Powell His Seat, Slaps $25,000 Fine on Him” (Jan 1969)
“Confrontation on the Powell Case” (Aug 1969)
“Powell Saved from Jail Term by Politics”
(Nov 1969)

The New York Times:
“Powell: He’s Willing to Deal, but Congress May Not Play” (Jul 1967)
“Powell Sued for More Money in Defamation Case” (Jan 1968)

The Evening Star (Dec 1968)
“Jury Probe of Powell is Dropped”
SECTION 9  
Jan 1968-Jul 1973
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell; Conspiracy, Bribery
Report concerning excessive phone bill of Congressman Powell that Congress will not pay
Report of an indictment against Congressman Powell
charging him with the fraudulent use of Government funds
News article:
   *The Washington Post* (Nov 1968)
   “Powell Case—New Chapter”

SECTION 8  
Sep 1967-Jan 1968
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Fraud against the Government
Report on proposed inquiry into the activities of Congressman Powell
News article:
   “Powell Endorses Miami Mayor, but the Mayor Doesn’t Like It”
Investigation into the records of the Vedia Development Corp.
Charge of obstruction of justice against Congressman Powell concerning the alleged removal of documents pertinent to the Federal Grand Jury inquiry (Oct 1967)
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Fraud against the Government; Conspiracy; Bribery; Conflict of Interest; Theft of Government Property

SECTION 7  Roll 7, 0563-0666
Aug-Sep 1967
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Conspiracy; Bribery Investigation into the allegation that Congressman Powell misused government funds for personal reasons Investigation into the allegation that Congressman Powell accepted money in return for FHA financing Investigation into outstanding telephone charges incurred by Congressman Powell

SECTION 6  Roll 7, 0668-0720
Jul-Aug 1967
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Conspiracy; Bribery; Conflict of Interest Investigation into allegations of: travel irregularities; salary abuses; false reporting of expenditures; and kickbacks in connection with labor bills pending before Congress

SECTION 5  Roll 7, 0722-0970
Jul 1967
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Conspiracy; Bribery; Conflict of Interest
Investigation into travel irregularities involving use of the Yellow Rose, a fishing boat owned by the Teamsters and use of the Pescado II for a trip to Nassau.

Copies of the subpoenas issued by the U.S. District Court, Washington, DC.

Interviews with immigrants concerning fees paid to attorneys to acquire permanent resident status in the U.S.

SECTION 4

Jun-Jul 1967

Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Fraud against the Government

Investigation into the allegation that Congressman Powell received "kickbacks"

Investigation into travel irregularities; salary abuses; and false reports regarding expenditure of foreign funds

SECTION 3

May 1967

Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Fraud against the Government; Conspiracy

Investigation into an $1,800 kickback from the Alderson Reporting Co. to Congressman Powell

Investigation into the records of the Committee on Education and Labor

Investigation into misuse of Congressional funds for personal use; the employment of Mrs. Powell; and false reports as to expenditure of foreign exchange currency

Allegation of payments made to Congressman Powell
SECTION 2

Mar-May 1967

Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Fraud Against the Government; Conspiracy

House of Representatives Subcommittee Report:

Investigation into travel irregularities and the misuse of government funds for personal means

SECTION 1

Mar-May 1967

Congressman Adam Clayton Powell: Fraud Against the Government; Conspiracy

Investigation into misuse of Congressional funds for air travel; personal use of $28,000 of public funds by Congressman Powell; and false accounting as to use of funds for foreign travel

News article:

_The Evening Star_ (Apr 1967)

"The Inevitable Return"